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c~r~e surface *./l-nl mber 
Every curve on any surface is equivalent, under an ambient isotopy of  the surface, 
to a curve which can be described by a family o f t / i -numbers .  By a surface we mean 
a closed, connected 2-mamfold, by a curve on a surface S, we mean a simple closed 
curve which does not bound a disk in S. We define t / i -numbers and standard position 
(relative to a decomposit ion of the surface), and then sketch a proof  of the following 
Theorem. E~erv famdv e f  curves on a surface is eqmvalent o a famil) o f  curte~ m 
standard posltlon, and t f  two famihes o f  curves m standard posttton have the same 
t/:-numbers, then the) are equ:valent. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that all considered curves and arcs are 
oriented and, ffthey cross, cross transversely If the surface is ortentable, we assume 
an orientation Is given. This orientation allows us to view one s~de of the surface 
as the outside, and, in this case, if one curve or arc crosses another, we call a left 
to right crossing a postltve crossing B3 the crossing-number of one curve or arc on 
another, we mean the (signed) sum of  the crossing~ of  the first curve or arc as be  
travel around or along the second cur~e or arc. If one curve or arc crosses another 
twice, and if the loop so formed bounds a disk in the surface, then these crossings 
may be eliminated m the obvious way without changing the crossing-number 
A twist/intersectwn-nun:ber or t / i -number,  describes a family of hehxes on a 
cylinder [1]. Given a cylinder ~,ith a directed longitude and meridian, a t / i -number 
of  a/b  describe~ a family of  b helixes which intersect he longitude at a points m 
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all The t/l-number is positive if the helixes cross the longitude and the meridian 
in the same direction, negative otherwise If the cylinder has an orientation, then 
we choose the meridian so that it crosses the longitude from right to left. This means 
that, If we call the direction of the longitude up, hehxes with a positive t/l-number 
have a posltwe slope. Thus a t/i-number of -10 /4  describes four helixes with 
negative slope, each going around 10/4 or two and a half Umes. We use a t/i-number 
of n/O to describe n meridians on a cylinder, because a meridian intersects he ends 
of the cylinder zero times. 
A similar classification method, without details or proof, appears in [2] 
We now describe standard position for each surface in turn, show how every 
curve on that surface can be put into standard position, and show that the t/l-numbers 
completely describe the carve in standard position. 
There are no (nontrivial) curves on a sphere. 
A torus can be vlewed as a cylinder with the ends joined, and so every curve on 
a torus with a directed meridian and longitude can be described by one t/l-number. 
An (a/b)-curve (or family of curves) is an (a, b)-curve (or family) m the usual 
notation [3]. 
We decompose an (n+l ) - torus  into 3n cylinders and 2n "'pairs of pants" or 
"Y 's" ,  so that each cylinder joins two Y's and each Y meets three c)hnders, as 
shown m Fig. 1. We define standard position on this surface and then show that 
every curve in standard position can be described by 3n t/i-numbers 
t4/~14 t7/17 
Fig 1 
Each cyhnder has a directed longitude, and these are assigned so that each Y is 
e,.'ther a source or a sink for longitudes We also assume that each cylinder has a 
meridian (not shown). The boundary of each Y consists of three clrcl s, ,4, B, and 
C. On each of these boundary circles is one point which is an endpoint of a longitude 
We join these three points with three directed arcs, AB, BC, and CA, in such a way 
that the Y is c,vided into two parts, one of the,~, called the top, containing all three 
boundary circles. We order A, B, and C so tl.a[ the arcs go around the top of the 
Y in the clockwise direction i: and only if that Y is a sink for longitudes 
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Given any family of pairwise disjoint curves on this (n + 1)-torus, the boundar~ 
circles of the Y's cut the family of curves into segments, each segment lying entirely 
on a cylinder or entirely on a Y. Once trivial loops are eliminated, those segments 
on a cylinder form helixes on that cylinder and can be described by a t/ i -number 
for that cylinder. It is a pleasant fact that, with only slightly stronger conditions 
(standard position), the t/ i -numbers for the cylinders describe the segments on the 
Y as well. 
Consider a segment on a Y which forms a loop on a boundary circle. If this loop 
were trivial, it would have been eliminated, and so it must separate the Y into two 
components, each containing one of the other boundary circles. Thus, this loop 
must cross either the arc going into the boundary circle ~t begins and ends on, or 
else the arc going out of that boundary circle, but ~t need not cross both arcs. If it 
crosses only the arc going into the boundary circle, we call it a proper loop (see Fig. 2). 
Fig 2 A proper loop. 
We say that a family of curves on the (n + 1)-torus is in standard position if all 
of its loops are proper loops, and if those Y-segments which are not loops lie 
entirely on the top of the Y. 
We now sketch a method for changing any family of curves on the (n + 1)-torus 
ir.:o an equivalent family of curves, m standard position. 
For a given Y, name the boundary circles A, B, and C, so that the intersection- 
number for C is as large or larger than the intersection-numbers for A and B, and 
so that the directed arcs go from A to B to C. Call the intersection-numbers a, b, 
and c. Describe a segment according to the location of its endpomts, thus a 
CA-segment, a CC-loop. 
If any segment on a Y is a simple closed curve, then slide it off the Y and onto 
a cylinder, where it becomes a meridian. 
Let S be any CA-segment. Orient S so that it points from C to A Thus, if it 
crosses from the top of the Y to the bottom, it makes a negative crossing on an arc. 
Let k be the crossing-number of S on the CA-arc. Let N be a neighborhood of A 
on the (n + 1)-torus uch that N is an annulus, the part of S lying in N is connected, 
and the BC-arc does not intersect N. Let M be a similar neighborhood of C, disjomt 
from N. 
Move all of the points on A around A -k  full turns, by an ambient isotopy, 
leaving the surface fixed outside of N, so that the crossing-number of S on the 
CA-arc is now zero. Eliminate trivial loops. 
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Let k' be the crossing-number of S on the BC-arc Move all of the points on C 
around C -k '  full turns, leaving the surface fixed outside of M, so that the 
crossing-number of S on the BC-arc is zero Eliminate trivial loops. 
Since S begins and ends on the top of the Y, the sum of the crossing-numbers 
on all three arcs must be zero, therefore the crossing-number of S on the AB-arc 
must also be zero It is easy to show that if any part of S does not lie on the top 
of the Y, there must be at least one trivial loop, therefore S now lies entirely on 
the top of the Y 
If we cut the Y along S, it becomes an annulus, so we can now move all of the 
other CA-segments across the Y to lie beside S on one side or the Gther. If there 
are any intersection-points on A or C which lie between these CA-segments and 
the CA-arc, move them around the circle and across the endpomt of the CA-arc, 
so that no segment intersects the CA-arc This will insure that all loop-segments 
are proper loops 
By moving the points on B around B, we can move a BC-segment to the top of 
the Y The other BC-segments can be moved alongside it. Cutting a Y along both 
a CA-segment and a BC-segment leaves a disk, and so it is now trivial to move the 
AB-segments o the top of the Y 
Thus, any family of curves on the (n+l ) - torus  can be moved into standard 
position. 
If a+b is greater than or equal to c, then we have ½(a+b-c )  AB-segments, 
½(a -b  + c) CA-segments, ½(-a + b + c) BC-segments and no loops. If, on the other 
hand, a + b is less than c, then we have no AB-segments, the number of CA-segments 
is a, the number of BC-segments i  b, and there are ½(c-a -b )  CC-Ioops. 
Therefore the intersection-numbers, a, b and c, completely describe the behavior 
of the curve in standard position on the Y. These same numbers are the intersection- 
numbers cn the adjoining cylinders, and so two families of curves in standard 
position with the same t/i-numbers are eqmvalent Any set of 3n t/l-numbers 
describes a family of curves in standard position on the (n + 1)-torus, provided only 
that the sum of the incidence numbers around any Y is even (see Fig. 3). 
F~g 3 (2/3, -3/5, 5/2) 
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We now consider curves on nononentable surfaces, indicated by an asterisk in 
front of their t/l-numbers. 
There is only one curve on the projective plane, denoted *0/1 
There are four different curves on the Klein Bottle, denoted *0/1, *1/0,*1/1, and 
*0/2. It is easy to see which is which, and how to extend this notation to describe 
families of curves on the Klein Bottle with one t/i-number. 
The connected sum of n torii and one Klein Bottle can be divided into cylinders 
and Y's, so that the first cylinder is a nonorientable handle, and so that when we 
cut along the meridian of the first cylinder the surface is orientable. Put the curve 
into standard position, holding a neighborhood of that meridian fixed Then recon- 
nect the nonorientable handle, and put an asterisk in front of the 3n t/i-numbers. 
There is only one more kind of surface the connected sum of n toni and a 
projective plane We &vide this surface into cyhnders and Y's so that the first 
"'cylinder" contains a cross cap, and so that when we remove the cross cap, by 
dissolving the identification of diametrically opposite points on a circle C, the 
resulting surface is orientable. We cut this first "cylinder" into thirds, with C in the 
middle third. The bottom third we call the zeroth cylinder, the top third becomes 
the first cylinder, and the middle third becomes the zeroth Y Pick an arbitrary point 
on C to be the endpoint of the BC- and CA-arcs. Orient the arcs and name the 
circles so that the arc joining the longitude of the zeroth cylinder to the longitude 
of the first cylinder continues the direction of these longitudes. Let this be the AB-arc 
With the cross cap removed, the surface is orientable. Assign an orientation Put 
all of the segments not on the zeroth Y into standard position, holding the zeroth 
Y fixed. 
To describe the behavior of the curves on the zeroth Y, we need a t/i-number 
associated with the circle C, which we list first, before the zeroth t/i-number. 
When we try to put the curves on the zeroth Y into standard position, there are 
two problems that we may encounter. There may be one loop which joins diametri- 
cally opposite points on C In this case give C a t/i-number of .0 / t .  
There may also be a family of n curves parallel to C with nowhere to go In this 
case, give C a t/i-number of *n/O. 
If both of these types of curves occur, give C a t/i-number of *n/1 .  
If either of these types of curves occur, the only other segments on the zeroth Y 
are AB-segments, wnich can be moved to he parallel to the longitude to the right 
of the longitude. This defines tandard position in this special case. 
If neither problem occurs, give C a t/ l-number of *0 /c  Note that c must be an 
even number, and that we ignore the convention that c must be at least as large as 
a and b. In this case we can put all of the segments on the zeroth Y into standard 
position, exercising some care to keep the points on C diametrically opposite one 
another 
Finally, we Identify diametrically opposite points of C, to restore the surface we 
started with, the connected sum of n torii and one projective plane. Every family 
of curves in standard position on this surface can be descrilced by 3 n - 1 t/l-numbers. 
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Th is  completes  the sketch  o f  the proo f  
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